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Palma Nova is located in the southern side of Mallorca and is the famous vacation destination
among the visitors across the Europe. This is a beautiful place which has a lot of attractions and
activities for the visitors including the three big white sand beaches, good quality of restaurants and
cafes and other interesting activities and very best facilities for the family visitors. Palma Nova has a
varied range of sports activities like sub aqua, skiing, kite and wind surfing, par-ascending and many
more. Palma Nova is comparatively less crowded than the Magaluf resort in the neighborhood but
still summer is a busy season in Palma Nova as well.

Playa de Palma Nova, Son Maties and Es Carreador are the beaches in Palma Nova and all these
beaches have varied kinds of vacation facilities for the visitors including first aid, life guard, showers
and sun beds. A Cape is located near the Son Maties beach and this separated the resort from the
neighborhood Magaluf resort. All the beaches in Palma Nova have very nice esplanade and number
of cafes, hotels, bars, takeaway restaurants and other food outlets along with the esplanade. Near
the beach area, there is a small shopping centre with many shops, pharmacies and supermarkets.
There are more coves towards the north side of Palma Nova like Son Saliu which has many palms
and golden sand.

Portals Nous is another popular resort located along the coastal area and much more popular for
celebrity visitors. There is a big yacht marina at Portal Nous which is called Puerto Portals. There
are many designer boutiques at this marina along with some excellent restaurants like Tristan which
is very famous for its food and activities.

Palma Nova has a reputation of good family holiday destination as it has all kinds of activities for the
visitors of all ages like there are many activity areas for kids in Palma Nova like Golf Fantasia which
is located in a garden near the beach. This is a big golf area with fountains and caves. There is a
cafÃ© as well inside this golf club and summer is busy time for Golf Fantasia.

Marina Land is another interesting place to visit near the Palma Nova as it is famous for its various
shows like sea lion and dolphin shows. There are many aquariums and parrot shows as well in the
marine land.
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